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CHAIRMAN BILL LOCKYER:

I think I'd like to

Good

I'm the State Senator from Southern Alameda
The
our

for

discussion is to

My name

and chair the

to

and

the issue of rape

to focus not

on the dramatic and

times that detail the

statistics which we've heard
country and the trauma and dreadful

incidence of rape in
assault but to

'"'·"'-"'"' associated with that

it seems, harder to

solutions. It's

push us into thinking about

than it is to state that there is a

what to do about a

out

that there isn't

about the existence of the

am

unclear about what

might improve the situation, particularly from the point of view of a lawmaker that would like to
know what can state government do to more aggressively address this problem.
We've asked a variety of people and organizations to share their thoughts with us. I
some of my colleagues will join us shortly. If not, that's

that

with me too. I'm interested in the issue

and happy to hear what each of you have to say.
So let's start.

I guess the main rule is one that

familiar with, that we

to

keep people focused and non-redundant. That's a basic :rule to alleviate a common problem.
Susan Mooney, do you want to

MS. SUSAN MOONEY: Do I have to talk to the
We'd like-- I mean

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: You can do it any way you want
do when it's a situation where it's

me or a small number is to

can circulate it among the staff and interested groups. So
to have you heard

more than

MS. MOONEY: Okay.

the

and

Action
mem hers.

also am chair of the

Sexual Assault.

As we look at sexual assault and its effects on both victims and .,..,.,,.,..,.,,.,,.
we remember that sexual assault is more than a crime.

in isolation from any other social dilemmas that this

create a

It

It condones violence as a tool to

As we examine the criminal
that will reflect

We are

Crisis Centers and chair of the

Caucus for the California State Coalition of
Committee for the National Coalition

I think

outcome of it can be.

in California

power more than

is

of the

I'd like to thank you for holding these

that we're all enthusiastic about what the

membership

to create a record so that we

me.
first of

My name is Susan

what we

a

it's

of a society that values

power. Sexual assault does not exist
is

and consider

that we can

social attitudes that we want reinforced rather than

lies about sexual assault and the effects of this kind of victimization.
As we slowly change our
that is

and how we behave toward each other, we must have a

to the needs of victims of sexual assault.
- 1

We've made progress but we have to

follow

We must be

There must be

of the fact that making legislative changes may not be

to follow the implementation and

been the

thus far.

of new laws.

This

We have all fallen down on our responsibility to ensure

needs of victims of sexual assault are a primary consideration when working with the criminal
For

Senator Torres sponsored SB

via

to allow children

TV. Penal Code Section 1347(b)

or the court to

that this practice be used.

the

and

nrc)sec1

According to rape crisis centers

this method of allowing a child to testify is never used.
I am contacted regularly by both advocates and parents of child victims on how
sure that this happens.

Unfortunately, my only suggestion is to work with the District

to

encourage them to protect the child from further harm by using closed-circuit TV.
a call

that the DA had decided to use Section 1347 to benefit the child.

parent or the advocate says the DA is reluctant because they are afraid that if they win the case,
will be overturned

the Appellate Court.

Judicial Counsel is to report to the

1988, on the experience of courts when

before
we will all learn a

dosed-circuit TV. I'm

deal from whatever they have to report.

But

learned that

have

Added to the
TV is the

frustration of the nonuse of

like

that victims do not have legal representation to ensure that all of their

We must

of the DA whose job is to

the

are

not

attorneys is a major failing of the criminal justice
of the system is to
must also be

try and punish criminals is gone. The

and compassionate to victims of violent

the

GU>inu•u<>.•c

sexual assault in

and fair at this time? I don't think so. How can we

that this is true when most rapes are not reported because of victims'
Are the victims wrong?
disbelief

I don't think so.

Most reports of acquaintance rape are

officer and are not charged by the DA. Were the victims treated with
of police officers and DAs?

officers

I believe that we cannot assume

are aware of the realities of sexual assault or immune from

all the

that surround these assaults. We can't assume that all

within the criminal

would benefit from education under

circumstances

effects of sexual assault. I'm talking about mandatory training for all police officers and
is

reason

a victim of sexual assault should have to cope with a

uncomfortable or embarrassed to talk to her about her victimization or perhaps even believe
women who are raped asked for it.
These interviews are sensitive and embarrassing for the victim.
reluctance on the

of the officer to deal with her victimization. It takes

be able to ask victims the

of questions that must be asked in a sensitive and
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way. Beyond

officers must be able to avoid

the

the

qtH'stion;;; they must avoid statements of

disbelief.

that a

tnust com<: around to the

This

in

victimization is not their fault.
,__.,~""'""

society to accept this belief if we do not think it as

wrong

of a

as a whole
How can we

to teach

of

that? And what of district
mandated the formation of the Sexual Assault

In 1980, the

be established by the Office of Criminal Justice

Committee to

One of the functions of this committee

was to develop the course of training for district attorneys in the investigation and
sexual assault cases.

This training has been

nros~~c1

of

but was the implementation of the

program effective? The legislation does not make it mandatory for district attorneys to receive this

sensitivity for victims of sexual assault would not vary as
now.

I believe

If this were m

training to either charge or prosecute these cases.

the

from county to county as it does

It is a tragedy that in some counties we have DAs that are terrific at working with sexual

assault victims and prosecuting new cases, while in others, the opposite is true.
DAs who charge and prosecute sexual assault cases within a

The calibur of the

may not be consistent

either, particularly since most counties rotate the responsibilities of DAs on a regular basis.
Mandatory training for district attorneys is the
My final remark

logical answer.

the

of district

in handling rape cases is that

it is not acceptable to refuse to charge cases under the guise of protecting the victim. Too

hear that a DA does not want to charge because they do not think
would be more traumatic to the victim than no trial at all.

can win the case, and that

This is a classic

victim's sensitivity and a need for training. One of the most
sexual assault is to

of a lack of

factors in the recovery from

control over one's own life. To have aDA make this

these pretenses is adverse to the recovery process.

of decision under

DAs must learn that a woman who has been

assaulted has the right to know the truth. If aDA does not think there is a
the victim and the rape crisis counselor on that issue.
on whether or not

case, then work with

I have never understood

if DAs base

can win a case; we have a

whenever there is a sexual assault if we

we

must be filed

to believe that we take the crime of sexual

assault and the victimization of women and children
Nhen I look at our
always find

and

turning to my

answers to the

to find
in the

that victims

movement.

are the reason we

know what we do about the effects of sexual assault and the needs of victims. We can toss around all
the legal mumbo jumbo we want and realize that money is always short and there are a million
reasons why we can't have the criminal justice system evolve into one that serves

needs.

But the bottom line is that rape crisis counselors know that what we are talking about is
lives.

They have been confidants to victims for over 15 years.

victims fac8 from the inexcusable re-victimization by the

know the devastations that
The

must reflect their

expertise and accept their guidance when it comes to the needs of sexual assault victims.
B~cause

of rape crisis counselors, we know that victims of sexual assault need the support of
- 3 -

someone who is not
victims must be

whatever
some
We also know
in the criminal
them to

the

trial.

trauma
educated.

District

should be
when
trials. How else
a woman
and

victim
when
Sexual
anger or
the victim
accident.

is

all
women to
sexual assault.
We

There is
little

as

as

I believe that

facilitate that.
in the
work time

about

and all forms of

are destructive. We must

programs

in this country which are working with children and young adults to prevent them from

victims

of sexual assault and teaching them how to grow up not to be '"'"'"'"""'"
The
done.

that will be heard

will

us reason to be

of sexual assault is

But the

in all

Much work is
of our

We have a

long road to travel.
I would like to reiterate the most pressing changes that we think need to be made.
mandatory training for police and DAs must be instituted.
representatives of the criminal

Again, we cannot assume that these

system have the necessary knowledge, skills, and

make the system work for sexual assault victims.

to

Two, the system that we devise together to

victims of sexual assault must be followed through with

When a law is

make the system more sensitive, it must not just sit on the books. It has to be used.

to

The criminal

justice system must be used to devise a monitoring schedule, a system, to ensure that this happens.
Three, rape crisis centers are our most valuable asset in

sexual assault.

Their

should be sought whenever designing and implementing programs. This state has an active coalition
of experts in the field of services, survivors of sexual

they can offer that invaluable

experience and knowledge.
In conclusion, National Action

this committee's commitment to

Against Rape

examining the issue of sexual assault and how our system responds to both victims and
We must :remember that ending the sexual assault of women and children in this country will only
happen when we change the attitudes which foster and condone sexual assault.

We must have a

judicial system which reflects an attitude of punishing offenders and empowering victims.
Again, I thank you for the opportunity to talk.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Thank you, Ms. Mooney. Very thoughtful comments.
MS. MOONEY: Thank you.
CHAlllMAN LOCKYER: I
your

just

and maybe just

unless something provokes me, I will not

to put the pieces of the

as the

testimony goes on. I guess Mr. Howenstein is next.
MR. ALBERT HOWENSTEIN: As Mrs. Mooney

I would like to reiterate our

of appreciation to the Senator and to the committee for continuing to look at the issues surrounding
the vicious crime of rape as a crime of violence and recognize that it is not a crime of passion.
For the past 15 years, I think the State of California has been making steady progress in
improving both the system's attitude as it relates to rape and taking a more responsible attitude but
also supporting the constant support systems that facilitate the recovery of the victim and recognize
the tremendous trauma that a victim
our

But also on behalf of the office, I want to express

for allowing us in recent years to have the availability of more

funds toward the expansion of our rape crisis programs- I mean our support for the rape crises
programs-- and their service to rape victims in this state and for their prevention activities which
are very, very critical.

During the same time, we have-- and I think as Susan addressed very
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--we

from

crisis

of the programs

the
victims

also
the
special
And also

ent programs

working with several
in

with this

the

of

And

the

victimization as

continue to

the

look

We realize that the
average of around
sexual abuse. The realization that

I think the

assaults that are
this state as
I

I

have been
In
you
MR.

CHAffiMAN
you haven't
I

thoughts that

be

HOWENSTEIN:
taken a

deal of my

The
victim
evidence to
that victims
great
substance to the
The
was

activities,
that was first

the Health Services with

had the

to

statewide utilization of
and as

not
and as

as

should.

to

In

Waters introduced

and directed our office to then review

and to establish a committee for the :review and :refinement of the

the

That committee met and looked over the

as was

deal more work that needed to be done.
and codified the

and found that there was a

Senator John

of the

bill in 1986 codified more

and gave us more enforcement both in the

development and the evolution of it.
What we did in the review of the old protocol versus the new protocol was find that certain
kinds of things were not consistent and the safety examinations were not

that the

were not getting consistent information; and more seriously than anything else, there was
not always the sensitivity to the impact of the sexual assault on the victim.
The

The new protocol is very, very, very similar to the

difference that

we really ran into was that the new protocol required a referral or a utilization of the 505 acute care
hospitals in the state, that when a victim was brought to the hospital, that they either have the
trained staff or the adopted referral protocol. The previous protocol was rather moot on that. It did
of the utilization of the

not speak to the issue which then went to the inconsistent

of the referral aspect too, which became very controversial in Southern

Part of the

California for the crime, is on the road

I

revision and resolution, was adopted
As we were looking at the

into law at the encouragement of the hospital association.
utilization of the protocol statewide, there was concern

the hospitals in relation to appropriate

training and qualifying staff to conduct the exams. And so
opposed to the

encouraged-- or actually, they were

until such time as the referral aspect was adopted.

During the development of the new protocol, we established a •..
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: How was the
MR. HOWENSTEIN:
Association.

It changed as a result of the

were opposed to the

or the efforts of the
when it mandated that all-- a

entation of the

that there be a

in the state to utilize the new

few care
referral

so that every

referred to a

with the caveat that

in that

the law enforcement

agency, and the victim service programs.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Are

in the

associations?

MR. HOWENSTEIN: Withdrew--

the bill at that

time.
During the

of the protocol, as I was indicating, we established a 20-member

advisory committee: physicians, criminalists, prosecutors, nurses, all the
involved in a
nearly a two-year

utilization and case
of intensified work on the

protocol in nine different hospitals.
protocol.

Also

who would be

the deveopment of it, and during

of this committee, we field tested the

We held public hearings in relation to the content of the

-N e also accepted recommendations in writing and responded to everyone who presented
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that we can be sure that the

ideas and

the needs of the law enforcement

so that we

of

and

kinds of cases.

that victim
The
format.

the needs of

did

new issues that came
the form

Under the old

about two pages and it relied upon narrative
getting

And our

were not able

see the collection of the

able to facilitate their

In
format that we

which was to check-box very careful and

procedures that allow the
that

with

out in every conversation or

that form to any medical

that even without
could follow it right

straightforward, that
exam. And as the

collection, and the

that it was a goasenll

needed to collaborate and
the collection.

that

the

be sure that the evidence
been that

so

and do a very

indicated at one of

gave them all of the information

one other

that it was so

the

was collected

a swab that was taken was collected and

then caused the deterioration

the materials which then

air drying allows for the ""'"""''"'"'""'""

of the

are so critical

cases of this nature.

the

~,..;ua.u~:~.o:::

was

new
As we worked with
the protocol and the
increase the sensitivity of the medical
the victim. We have found years ago that one of the most
victim was sensitive and
both the law

response

the

eU&Vl~Le

"'"'''."'"""''"' who dealt with

as

set the tenor for the recovery and

ut:Jtpt:::u

A

that victim

In the

rest of that

as the medical

effective; we found
problems in Los

a rape

to meet their needs.

.,.,.~<.,;a"'"

and compensation '"""'""'''
for years. And the two

the process

a

And

for the examination. The state law was very clear
that

were very critical

for the billing of a victim for the evidence
victim for the exam. That is corrected
Then there was also

deal of attention.

process.

whether there's
there

a
the

state law.
it

was conducted in a county hospital, regardless of

or

that the bill would be

the county; if the exam was conducted in a private hospital or in a physician's office, that the bill
would be then submitted to the local law enforcement agency for
Also, there's the historic factor that law enforcement

do pay for all the costs for the

law enforcement exam -- investigations, both forensics as well as all efforts in the
criminal conduct in criminal cases.
resolved.

of

And so we need to be sure that that problem was kind of
worked it out well.

They kept working on that in Southern

But the issue

payment did come up during the hearings or during the development of the protocol. We did it for an
ad hoc committee strictly on the impetus of Los Angeles representatives to review the
aspects. They came up with several suggestions.
Senator Watson last year introduced Senate Bill 180 that would allow for a third-party

uu.u1.•!=.·

On certain of these cases and certain aspects, that would fit into a two-year bill because of
resistence of the, I think it was, the insurance industry. And that kind of, I think, addressed that.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you think the financial issue has been resolved?
MR. HOWENSTEIN: I can't say that they've been totally resolved, Senator. I do know that the

City of Los Angeles has agreed to begin

$200 as opposed to $16.85, which was the

fee that they established, I think, about ten years earlier. And reportedly, as of yesterday, at another
subcommittee meeting that we were at in Los Angeles, that the Sheriff's Office is prepared to leave
that same compensation level.

And the Hospital Association in Los Angeles has encouraged their

hospitals to continue to participate in the rape examination to make it easier on the victims and cut
out the re-traumatization that had been occurring because of the shuttling of victims from

to

place.
With those problems first, the committee got out

with the subcommittee working on the

compensation issue and Senator Watson's involvement with SB 180, the compensation aspect no

.~ .•,...,_.

seemed to be an issue for the protocol's committee, in the development of it. It was in August of this
year that Gail Abarbanel of the rape crisis center in Santa Monica gave me a call and indicated that
the

were first

in Los

city officials to discuss big

of Los ...... "'",_ • .._
We had that

in late

And she set up the meeting for me

As the

HJ..tu<ou,

issues.

I met with the chairman of the board

of supervisors of Los Angeles and encouraged their involvement in similar activities that we had
commenced with the city officials in Los Angeles to

to do some resolution of this. And we

had been meeting, and then they formed a very large committee to do a thorough analysis of the
protocol and of its effectiveness and of its efficacy and deal with the compensations issues. And that
has been working well; we've had several meetings broken into subcommittees.

And I was at one of

the subcommittee meetings yesterday where they addressed the compensation issue, and the
Office came up with a different perspective.
We had met with our -- with the nine rape crisis centers that our office is privileged to support
financially in Los Angeles to encourage their support of the elected officials in resolving the local
issues, around the compensation issue. And my concern in relation to that meeting that happened to
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was that

take place in one of our
15 years
consciousness
working with
programs for

the

the recovery after
they would choose to do
have been

u.c...-.•,ul'l.

its progress and

their progress.

But when

information

the centers in Los
support that

less
worked so hard

that fewer victims were
We haven't ac·co:m}:llis;he:d

when

need to do but we have made
victims were seeking

.,.""''""'~"

victims were ... .,...,,..... H

obvious to me that we have taken a tremendous

backslide and it

and

reinforced the fact that we needed

than ever to ensure that victims knew that

campaign mo:re
that the

nl'I"IS!"~CU

were

""'""'w"• and that services were available and

cu"'~"••rn

would utilize it. And we're
I met

with

continuing to lead and to

those kinds

SENATOR MILTON MARKS:

you

MR. HOWENSTEIN:

we

sir.
to

aware that those

were on a

a lot of work to do. There

be resolved.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

those are?

MR. HOWENSTEIN:

Association

level
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MR. HOWENSTEIN:
after the
felt that
intended -

to

should be

level.

I threw some ideas out.

since the

talked with some
took or not.

had come up with

a

significant amount of
appropriate

response to

victims, as well as certain
their

very, very

have to work
And the levels of
cost of the exam is

back into it.

But I think

of
the state. In
little or no

are

In other areas, the

ranges from $100 to $400,

whatever agreements have been struck between the law enforcement agencies and the medical
::;erv1ce

and so those are the

area where we found
the

number of

We

There were a

but the

was in

of the new protocol, and I think I digressed from where I

back on the

wanted to go to, was with the training aspect. Once we've had •••
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Then could I return to the topic of -MR. HOWENSTEIN: Sure.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: -- financing just for moment.
MR. HOWENSTEIN: Yes, please.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

Perhaps least significant of the issues, but it's still relevant and

importa.TJ.t.

Is there any persuasive, legal opinion as to whether there is or isn't the reimbursable state
mandate involved?
MR. HOWENSTEIN: I don't know those that are persuasive arguments, Senator. I'm sure that at
some

there will

be a test case, and I think at that point that that will be decided. The

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

We don't have other, like an Attorney General's opinion?

Have you

addressed it or anything that would be faster?
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

We-- well, we have been preparing some, some preparation along those

lines, because of our concerns. But the interesting the first

was established in 1978.

not an interesting aspect, but an aspect, is that

And its design was to ensure appropriate collection and

of the evidence. The new protocol is not too dissimilar from the existing protocol.
just

It

the air drying of the swabs and two other slight different procedures in relation to
slides as

to some

slides.

Those of an adult, we can just codify with the

status. There isn't a lot of difference. And I think that may raise part of the issue
as

whether or not it

the state

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

andate's

issues and so that •••

Who -- how's that-- is there a board or control mechanism to make

that determination? Is that the preliminary definition?
:\AR. HOWENSTEIN: There is the state's mandates claims board.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Oh, it's that ..•
MR. HOWENSTEIN: Yeah.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Who's that?
MR. HOWENSTEIN: I'm sorry. I can't tell you.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

Yes, it's somebody.

We just had some dealings with them, yeah.

(Laughter)
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I hear about them, you know.
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MR.

c
MR.

domestic

mandated

a

•v••• I'd be

to be of

vvu ..

MR. HOWENSTEIN: Thank

very much.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MR. HOWENSTEIN:
was a realization that if we went ahead and

creating serious

of medical

submitted a

that without
in the field.
that it gave us

for medical

prepare 12

the

We

1,500
different

very

100 rape

protocol
reviewed

effective

nrl~Jse~cu

because I was afraid
and had

gave

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

of the

MR. HOWENSTEIN:
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MR. HOWENSTEIN:
week from

to have it. And

me

in other

was the cause.

And she

I

I looked at the

head of
it seemed to be """""'''"

seemed to

looked at the

you

and it

like ours was prepared to do."

to be more than what a little

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: How do you air

the swabs?

MR. HOWENSTEIN: Active air
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: You have your hair
MR. HO WENSTEIN:

not --

want cool

not hot air.

but those things

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

have-- there are several ways of doing it.

MR. HOWENSTEIN: Yeah,

have a

box with a small fan that
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Fairly technical equipment?
MR. HOWENSTEIN: Yeah.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I'd like to know the
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

or<)CE~au,re.

This particular head nurse, when we reviewed the form, she-- her

comment was, "Well, it is very simple; it is very thorough; it is very straightforward. Gee, it doesn't
seem to be as effective as we thought."
begun

I did, as a result of my conversation with her, I have now

for more training that we will provide,

Association is going to work with us in doing the trainings and

practitioners. The

a one-hour videotape to assist medical professionals in the

Also, we

the

in Los Angeles, for medical

of it and distributing it to the

They're going to assist us in

utilization of the
in Los
I

So we have a

a collaborative and cooperative effort on the part of the service

to be sure that the system continues to be appropriately responsive to the

of Los
needs of rape victims.

We've gone on

a bit on that issue.

relation to sum and substance of the form and the
the

So we feel-- we feel very good in

and the guidance system.

And as

behind the protocol was to ensure, that when a medical examination and

evidence examination was

that it was done

that the evidence that was
that and to be sure that

admissible in court to sustain the victim and

was

to have sensitive response to that victim's trauma. And so •••
convictions.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: We need good evidence to
lL HOWENSTEIN: That's
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: And
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

sir.
collected in a humane way.

And this is what the

extra traumatization that can occur.

is

to do:

To be sensitive to the

And I think Susan spoke to it very eloquently that there's one

horrible trauma when the victim is raped; and then the more each time the case is discussed, the
more that it has to be

that re-traumatization takes

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Let me, if I may
MR. HOWENSTEIN: Please.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
Marks--

I'll

of course, is a former

make sure to
former
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-- you did-- thank you, Senator
current senator.

SENATOR
:ranger. Once
San
Counties and •••
MR.

resident of

Sacramento.
SEN A TOR MARKS:
MR. HOWENSTEIN:
SENATOR

tnr~r..J.,.,;;I.

a what?
:resident

Marin before

to Sacramento.

district.

MR. HOWENSTEIN:

we've

military officials in Sacramento area that was very
adopting it for the

because of the

think we've kind of
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
either

can you comment

sort

other efforts

effective

what may
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

for

one for

about a year

each one.

information

that a sex

dissimilar than

offender

someone else

disturbances

it's the kind

and

cure; there

uu:~~<.u''"l«

involvement.

course, I agree

not too inconsistent with
for sex offenders that

this state. And

that whatever

look at as
continue
return

proper

molestations and

MR. HOWENSTEIN:

and

is a

sorry that
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: But still •••
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

still a ways

And I've been very
have a consultant who's

we're

have been involved in the
evaluation for

He is

of a g:roup of

evaluation
that

were involved in
one of the

because you have
ones.

MS. SUSAN AGUILAR:
that I'd like to

me.

about

it

I

be

started off with an offender

took a look at the cases that
to see what

to

I'd also like to

of the
that have

years about

going.

The

to m

so1neone
am

for
sexual
forcible

or

vertical
because

that
programs
the cutoff that exists

and

That

the remainder of those

the age of 14. That
different laws

of cases

out that the

we needed

dismiss

to a final

or unable to go any further with their case.
think that

we do have vertical

ur•::>SE~Ctlto,rs.

"'"'b""l:l:"" of the cases, the victims either

with our victims.

We were

and
somewhere

case.

SENATOR MARKS: How

what

MS. AGUILAR:

what •••

the cases had

a breakdown of that 44 "'"' .. ~""'""'~'

be dismissed. And

say •••

MS. AGUILAR:
CHAIRMAN
MS. AGUILAR: Yes. 44

that had to be dismissed.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MS. AGUILAR:

And

as to

because the victim was unavailable

what
I can

go forward.

In

where it's dismissed

a

a

What
of how

CHAIRMAN
MS.

victim

vast
much smaller

defendants with

rape case-- that's about 7

n"''""''"''~'

series rape

are in one instance

or a

another

another.

a

But we were able to
the cases in

defendants and

of the cases, very, very small.

we

defendant
between black
and3

one would

of offenders were male. We had

we did have

defendants.

The criminal

at our

that

criminal record.

prior sex offenses. 55
aren't

other

with

felonies. So what
most

or who have
had sex

first-time
and sex

We
sex

But a

5

And

What
were that
in a
And the average

commitment for
stark
it's more

to

of time. But

of our convicted offenders

received very minimal amounts of

as a condition of

Just

terms
to

CHAIH.MAN LOCKYER:

and

were

The
a

unit

brief

information
What
seek

of

maintain

mental
an
on
--ask you a

Are

Ine,
the

don't have to

is

the

have

a..•d if

MS. AGUILAR: That's

way

out.

SENATOR MARKS:
MS. AGUILAR:

mental

it is
continue.
come back.
SENATOR MARKS: And
MS. AGUILAR: Yes,
of

SEN A TOR MARKS:

if you don't go, that's

sentence is that you shall go

make that clear. We're not

MS. AGUILAR: No.
report to the

about

are ordered to seek and maintain some

probation,
counseling,

So they are

the

report to either
facility. And those entities
SENATOR
think of what
MS.
SENATOR

crimes other

tnrLL\.JClbuo

MS.
SENATOR

time,"
MS.
SENATOR MARKS:

out that
ramifications

MS. AGUILAR:

them when that

SENATOR MARKS: Other
MS. AGUILAR:

be

in terms
tends to be
SENATOR MARKS: But if

I'm sorry.

won't take much

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
SENATOR MARKS: But

person goes

up and

" there is no
MS. AGUILAR:

That

officer. If the
do

the

U<='-"HVU

and the

file a
then will determine what

there can be
do.

But unless

the

even k..'1ow

violation of
their conditions of

know whether or not

it because
That's

a role within

the
SENATOR MARKS:

we

Mr.

that we can have
another
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
are somewhat

a very, very

I think

it

I'd like to

we

in criminal outcome.

at the

MS. AGUILAR: Sure.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

that

That

years, or convictions that are similar for the same
jail and this inadequate

a very modest

run, is there a -- can you

that's been

between those two kinds of convictions? Is there some •••

MS. AGUILAR:

it

I can tell you that

as to what crime,

which crime the defendant was

In

if you are, in

prison is

convicted of
go to state

then

upper

e>J.uoc.u~.c:tu

you may have

two interims to go

I mean that would

programs
I

We have a
It has 24

another

those too?
saw the latest
it

And at the
all

to another

middle

structures .••

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you

for

You may go for a low

you may have

the entire

MS. AGUILAR:

forcible sex crimes for which

sex case,

It's not a

the ramifications of

task.
LOCKYER:

I

if

also

of

offenses.

se:nt•~n•::lr:tg

have created a --

we

-- 23

homework
somewhat of a mechanical process--

-- and I think
we have created such a haze of

around all these

difficult to do

that it's
a consequence.

I think we would have

AGUILAR:

say we've created

1nonster.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
In terms of

MS.

statutes. But the ...
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
or

We need

out how to
that m

it without
on

sides

those

is a

won't be exercised and that

to

houses, as you know.
MS. AGUILAR: I think so.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: But
MS. AGUILAR:

there's a

To that

we can

be

to

in

Attorneys Association
enteJrl.CJ.ng: laws. We've
our

yea:r

that.

as to what the law is and ways in which we think

our mandate, when we sat down and
sentences and we do not

could be

do we want to

you

"

to make those kinds of

we want but that we realize

to behoove anyone

simpler and more user

And so we

editor of it. So we're hoping that it will be done sometime this winter.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: User
MS. AGUILAR:

huh?

user

trying to at least

a

not certain we can

it so it's a little bit more

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

consistent.

ones that- the half that wind up

and
MS. AGUILAR: What
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MS. AGUILAR:
crime or a

be convicted
sex act. For

a:re

assault

---·--·r

,v,.~.v,,.u

assault with intent to commit rape, assault with intent to commit
other range of sexual offenses but

was

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: So

a

for whatever

is

what •••

MS. AGUILAR:

a man to

in state

all that means is it says that

presumptive no
granted unless unusual circumstances
find those

like no

unless the interest
relative

of

rehabilitation and the like.
SENATOR MARKS:
matter.

I ask one more

not

many times the victim

a

to

I am not

the fact that it is
that is one of the
system. And I would like to

to this

But a:re you concerned

is made the defendant?

MS. AGUILAR:
without a

because I am interested

that

And

concerned about
of the

will

say

I abhor the fact that that
mind that that takes

reasons for victims' reluctance to become involved
to

a little bit more

- zo-

a moment. And

a time as any to move

now will be as

and that

the criminal

to say -- I would never say

excellent or

else.

think there are two

ents

is that some

and

been commlU1icated to the

a victim's concern,
We've had the

years in this state. But som

we have never

we have made some substantial

'-U<U'·"'-"'"

information to the
and law

in California nroceclur

We have never gotten word out to victims somehow.

victims.

But you no longer can have a
victims-- I mean

That used to be a real tool of defense

I want you to order a court-ordered

threatened victims- to say,

this victim because we believe that this is all a

of her

intrusive.

And we

"~"'"'n"'""'

now are not allowed to do that. I mean

mean it's

meet an

who's

the defense anymore.

The move towards vertical

it is-- you can

each time you come to

a concern or

that that
have to tell your
and you have a

when you wake up at
a

ua.u'-Lu.u 6

I

for victims because it means, that when you come in and you

to handle your case in

a different

know who's

not even made

with you. You're not going

to

seven of those nine years, I have

as a whole is aware of some of

prosecution is a very important

is

miniscule number.

fo:r nine years. In the

never seen a Ballard motion.

a

examination.

defense attorneys cannot do that. There would be an
In the

evaluation
that she's

hysterical, and delusional person and we want a

think that the

at

you have to call the office and say,

the case; it was this person last

I don't know who it

afraid of the defendant. I'm afraid of

SOl'J:l

for that.

deal with that

all offices have

not all offices have the

of

and resources for that.

done that the

there is a lot of fear on the
The other

the

is someone that

that a victim feel

" It's

or

don't

But

knows about.

of the victims.
m the criminal

is that there are

system.

There are

with the law. I think that there are three or four areas in which there are some real
we have-- we
and

have inconsistencies in the

of crimes and their enhancements
year, it seems we

sentences

sponsors a bill and someone authors a

clean it up but we never
and

with a

all of it. And one of the

been overlooked is the area of section

It is not treated the same as other sex crimes.
21-

have a

We

in which a
foot up

the

boy, and as
far as he could

-it's

very traumatic for

isn't a crime.

think about it and

be able to

nrc"''Sf!Cn

crime when
simply another
these crimes. But it's also an instance that comes up
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

there would be

act that

other crimes

I mean

may be •••
that there would be. I had a case

MS. AGUILAR:

board and care homes in the Sacramento area to

services to

In addition to
him.

very useful

And so what he

them to insert
I

sexual
those acts because
I can

a doctor who

was

you that

still are those kinds of •u•~v·"''"""'-<:0~'·'We

varied cultural
victims have

variety of cultures and cultural
a middle

middle class

forcible sex
pay attention to you,
court.

If
dwindle
whatever cultural
ought

like that.

California.
The entire area of sexual

of

on
the other

law

address the realities of what
or convict

an
sex with a

rape,

finding then that that victim is

-zz

again in their lives? Are

to sexual behavior in
in the future who has sex with that

does that mean that

commits a crime?

disabled person

and define

we

and created more

very
I've

"u'u"-"'"

And

to the
rape, which

of date or

in California. It's a m

of concern, not

atter of concern

response with which it is m
question arises

when a victim says, "I was

is what

to

as to whether or not we need to have new definitions in the law
that is that the current definition of rape

date rape.

rape situations.

It is not a

of

have better access into the criminal

of all of law

and better services on the

and

redefine the

how those victims are

of

covers date

the criminal

and a.11y other service
The comment was made that there are laws on the books that aren't

And

don't use it. I can tell you that we tried to use it in

was made of SB 46 and that
Sacramento

used.

And the reason we couldn't is because it is now, in its final version as
that it will

was

in court. It is

to a fraction of 1

a law for child molest victims. It is a law for a very narrow

of child molest victims because the
that it's

so

of the cases that are

for

able to use it are so numerous and

a very, very small

of child molest cases that would ever

too.
do about these areas and what kinds of reforms could be made?

do
sometimes

think

I

I don't intend at all

way

these

to be that.

think

other

be done. That's not to

or to say let's have

it.

What

in the area of

on the issue of what

does need
rape, however

is that there has to be education in the
the other

who called and talked to me about

into
rape.

when we

take one of these cases

remember that the

are the same

I mean that is a

it

it is a

of the kind of confusion that we feel as a society about sexual matters

and whether "no" means yes or "no" means talk me into
a
attitudes per

a

by various groups in which
a."'ld

situation.

what

of

or coercion is

those are attitudes that are

Those are attitudes that are endemic to our

I

the

find their

a

And

education of

is crucial. And there are educational programs that have been
go into areas such as

talk about various scenarios-- when
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and
in

car, you

and

do role

and he

his hand

on your

what do you

to

what

your reaction?

a group of men and took a group of women and
through a

of

in

group of men
coercive behavior or

behavior?

The

coercive far earlier than men
difference

in terms of

like that need to be worked on in our

a

but rather that men and women need to think about how

:relate to one another.

a wide range of issues and
and until we seek to have

on

problem of date rape at all. I believe that we need
the part of

issues such as

rape, and those kinds of
If, in

to mandate

this
massive influx

money

training while other functions
appropriate idea.
it.

think we

think it is

that

be trained and be

issues in this area.
I would like to see more
It increases the success rate

importantly than

or

services to victims. That alone
And

the last issue

or

would like to

in

of the statewide Sexual

~<><><JLUA

to rape crisis centers. I want you to
committee don't feel very
over 50 rape crisis centers are
hour

we don't pay

have to argue with you whether
have to sit there and say, "You
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
crisis

that

MS. AGUILAR: I

you don't
How much are we

and

funds?
I'm so:rry I cannot

24-

Al

able

MR. HOWENSTEIN

We have from the victim-witness fund

assessments of about

million to support the rape crisis centers.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: That's state -- the state money •.•
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

the state's contribution,

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: What would you estimate
MR. HOWENSTEIN: This

as it works out to

with the 56 centers that

fund with those dollars through the
budgets.

able to

like one-fourth of thei:r local

through their own efforts and a variety of other things, raise the other dollars that

are so critical through their

"'-'1-'!J'V'-

that we face with that is we face a

MS. AGUILAR: One of the
,.,,,u.,.u~

as to whether or not to continue

rape crisis centers in urban areas who can show us that
or do we take some of their money away and

hav8 a huge percentage of rape per

and

give it to rural centers who don't have any money at all and may only-- may see a fewer number of
victims but they've got no resources to be able to provide services for them. We would really like to
see- I would like to see-- more money available for rape crisis centers.
their

You heard from

of

I mean the first, the first services

today, that as a matter of

a number of our sexual assault victims.

services. If we didn't have the rape

very

the state services to victims who suffer sexual assault would be in a real ugly situation

crisis

in California.
SENATOR MARKS: What do the rape crisis centers do?
MS. AGUILAR:

a variety of services.

hotlines, which means that at any time of the day or
up and say, "I've been

They provide, for

if you have been

What do I do?"

I've been

you can call

will have somebody available to

talk with you,

to or

24-hour

will either accompany you
to the

when you receive the rape crisis exam.

initial counseling services to

you

They provide

those first few

both on one-on-one bases, and on
all the kinds of

and peer group bases.

group

we would want rape victims to

have rape crisis centers.

have, but would not have any

or when you

The vast

of

our victims do not have access, either because

exist or because they don't have the money

to go and seek

u<-nle:r"'

sexual assault.

even
Rape crisis centers

in many

were

to deal with victims of

provide the bulk of public education

programs in terms of media campaigns, in terms of being able to go out to schools or to
organizations, to

to them to

educate them about sexual assault and victimization issues.

They
else in our
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: A couple of ...
MS. AGUILAR: .. ~ but for them.
HAIRMAN LOCKYER: A

of'""''"'''""""'
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from centers will be here to comment.

MS. AGUILAR:

And

can

about that. But those are areas in which

much more

can

some real attention

think

CHAIRMAN

under-funded in our

if you consider the gross criminal
allocation of

resources

make

from the

some addi tiona!

as is also true of safe houses for domestic violence victims and sort of
someone will --

will -- or if the Association hasn't done this --

hard statistics on

need. I think that would be -

on that. I

Budget Committee year after year. I'm not
be perhaps one of several

now
see that. But

that would be constructive

activity.
MS. AGUILAR:

one of the

One of the

that I'm

"'-'l»•u·ll!.

in

in

se~~ki.ng

unless you have any

that we can do with that

Committee

to do some really hard research into what the state of services are to sexual assault victims and what
what is the state of the art now that we know what are the

do we know about
services that can be

to

be able to do that and be

these issues arise before the

be able

taken a look at this information.
Other than

I

are

and the state of the law

now,

comments that

anyone has any

which

to.
more in the nature of a comment.

SENATOR BARRY KEENE: Yes.
and

the activists

whether these
the role

programs.

the issues no •v•·'''""'
think there's a lot of

rape

for

and student education in

the issues that you describe.
The certification of

limited process

the
did not
the Gann
programs
I think- I

than '""""''".. 1-

and the
What we

anymore is

education when we've
when you have

or cut

that's

"""""'"'"··"''!;(

One of the

I would

out is the :rape

community movement without a lot of financial

movement started as a
from any area.

And if it had

it would

continue that way because you have very, very committed

most

upon when

are not about to close their doors and go away
find a

money.

at a lower

reduced services or the like.

because

would find a way to continue

have that commitment to the communities
because we have people who are willing to do

serve and to their victims. But we've been
of the amount of funds that are

into them.

some time-- we had some

I wish that we could

area.

X or so amount

creative ways m which we could do

I wish we could spend some time

we could get

concerned about this

~······F.

for various groups without

like
to pump

state monies. I would like to see that happen because for two reasons: Money helps; and two, it also
signifies the state's commitment to providing those services. But, you know, some kind of-- I don't
even know how you would do it. But it occurs to me, that if you had various groups who are
provide services, if

were able to

there's some kind of a

that could be done that way so that

for people to be able to
really

some kind of cost rate on other

services or

that
some type of incentive

in necessary areas, I think that that would be

to see if we could

And it would be

to

some people to sit down and think

about ways in which that could take
SENATOR MARKS: It would seem to me-- and I'm not
it would seem to me that those who are

of this administration ought to go into the

><Pnli"P<':Pn

the

committees or when

to

and ask for more money. That's one way to

do it.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: There you go, Al.
SENATOR MARKS:

I'm serious. I'm not

blame upon you. But I do think that

those who are close to the administration have the
ent of

the

and I think the
cannot do

to

the Governor isn't for it. But if we --

the Governor proposes additional

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

come

if you

we can do it.
for a moment.

MR. HOWENSTEIN: Sure.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

Thank you, Senator Marks.

Let's talk about this

process.
As I understand the budget cycle process, you have
Finance

someti'n'~

in the last couple of m

submitted to the

ent of

I guess --

MR. HOWENSTEIN:

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
Can you

us with any

MR. HOWENSTEIN:
fund.

get 10

recommendations

for next year are to be submitted.

as to what you requested in this sort of area?

The money for the rape crisis programs comes from the victim-witness
of the

assessments in the state.
- 27-

In the last four

fail to u><~u.'·""'

now. And

to

from
federal victim

program,

CHAIRMAN
through

MR. HOWENSTEIN:
CHAIRMAN
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

no General Fund money

witness centers or for the rape crisis programs.
reduction inflow

program,

That

fund last year

And

because
We've

for the last •••

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

did

go down?
We

MR. HOWENSTEIN:
some, there

some

were recorded.

remittances

with the

individual
to award
of the programs.

their local

and the chief

more

of

into

it available for

For this year, the
dollars are.

that Senator Keene talked about
we're

The

year

of

committees
programs.
activities for

pr,ev~enucm

thought
in 15
law enforcement

with law enforcement
officer who was visited

ag:enc1•~s.

our local rape crisis

a modification in my attitude as far as the service
be where

are

Without their ~"''"""'"''"

not have made the progress

made

the

5 years.

another

SENATOR MARKS:

I'm

additional General Fund money, is it your

But if we in the
that

administration would favor it?

answ·er it.

to put people on the

not

But

I mean

have

I know you

ca.11't answer it.

many

we

can't

money; and

reason or
MR. HOWENSTEIN: I can--

the best answer I can

is that I have been

you,

a very strong advocate for all victim services -SENATOR MARKS: I know you have.
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

-- since I've had this office and I'm

with the

in ·"'~'"""'·'""'·"I". our

of the

our study and with

of what we've been able to

uuuo..u.u.«

to serve all victims' needs in

in the area of sexual assault and rape. And I can only just kind

of answer that I am an advocate and have been taken an advocacy in all aspects of what I do.
SENATOR MARKS: I

that. Go ahead.
a-- it's more

SEN A TOR KEENE:

Al.

MR. HOWENSTEIN: That's all
So I won't hold you to answer it.

SENATOR KEENE:

sentences do not an anti-crime program make.
Governor and Paul Gann claim that
against

I guess the rhetorical question is how can the

are

crime and poor victims and at the same time be

for the activities which can

of us don't understand.

But you know and I know that

crimes and assist its victims? That's what some

Like I say, I'm not

you for an answer.

But maybe take the

back, say that you can rationalize it in some fashion and maybe come forth with support for some of
these programs for the General
MR. HOWENSTEIN:

for some of these programs.

I can a.'1swer the

of the .,...,,...., .. .,..,.,

areas. And I think the

that we do at the office in all of our

of

very, very well for

of what the rape crisis centers have done in the
in-school programs.
issues

on the attitudes

have made
So

is there, and I

the

Senator. Thank you.

CHAL'lMAN LOCKYER: Take it back to the
MR • .HO WEN STEIN:
CHAIR

LOCKYER: That's the

ent of Finance.

hear from me

Initiatives. I've
C

in that "F" office •••

sir.

MR. HOWENSTEIN: Yes.
these

on the date rape and

And we've done some

young males on this issue.
rhetorical

because that is such a

hear from me

known to stand on desks and do my
Good.

SENATOR MARKS: Good.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MR. HOWENSTEIN: Thank you.

Thank you.

and

often on that on

the witnesses need

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

be in two

at the

still with us. Yes.

may call
we'll

few years
were asked
pretty much
tools that
legislatively to

or deter individuals from

One of the
the

of

register as a sex offender.
section
violation

the
this section

Penal

And what ""'·~-'"''"""'""""••

was that

to

be amended in the sense so
an enhancement or result

also be used as

sentence

convicted of

individual is
oftentimes for

as a result of
As a

the senior

offenders in

in

section for

And that was

arrested three times for

or less

our
One

indicate as

would be
their drivers'
when

individuals.
that isn't
a sex offender
was the attack

it

attack in a

in

vehicle?

attack?
summary of the

and
of Justice

State Parole

Additional information like

information could be

Probation
is

to us as
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the

commit additional assaults

offenders will

and

to us in

just

the same modus "'"«" .. ""

same way

sex registration laws, more or less as a

of sexual assault.

m
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

How would you estimate the

similar to victim characteristics

of re-offenses that are

similar methods --

and so on?

Could you guess

how

it at

I would

SGT. HUGHES:

much

than 50 percent, that it's

similar in nature.
what you want to do, but I want to be sure that

SENATOR MARKS: I'm in favor of your
these statutes are not used to

gay or lesbian

Have you used that purpose?

SGT. HUGHES: Not to my knowledge, Senator.
SENATOR MARKS: Because I don't want sexual offense -- sexual practices -- putting aside the
question of AIDS, which is a very serious problem -- I don't want sexual practices which may be
offensive to some people, a purpose of registration.
SGT. HUGHES: What I'm

about is •..

SENATOR MARKS: It may not be.
SGT. HUGHES:
offense.

Right.

These are individuals that have been convicted for a prior sexual

And because of the nature of the crime and the fact that it does reoccur with

frequency in the same manner, oftentimes the same

similar victims in similar locales, it's

extremely important to us.
SENATOR MARKS:

But the

to make is I don't want-- and this may not have

I'm

which involve

anything to do with this -- I don't want
from their
But

are

are

I'm not saying

who are gay or lesbian which,

are appropriate as far as I'm concerned.

I don't want those made a matter of sexual registration to harass them.

SGT. HUGHES: I don't think that's

Senator.

SENATOR MARKS:
SGT. HUGHES:

criminal behavior would be a basis for

Oftentimes

and it has been

any offender.
briefly, I want to indicate to

the other
the crime of rape and how can

you also is the difficulties in
times

is
because it is an

A lot of

important to develop an

because oftentimes it has to be

critical

thorough to corroborate

be overcome?

corroborate any evidence that's available and, in interviewing and

witnesses oftentimes. So it's extremely critical.
And the other

with the
is

and it's been a

the sex offenders. Oftentimes it-- the district
willing to receive the

in the ability to convict a lot of

as well have to be extremely motivated and

in order to be able to charge and to convict these sex

offenders as well. So the
the police officers to

of the district attorney as well.

on that is also in the ability of the investigators and
you

basic training and education.
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That's all

have.

CHAIRMAN

you.

SGT. HUGHES:

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

here.

MS.

defender for about lZ years.

SAWYER:

currently in

rve tried about 40

of the Fremont
""'"'""""'"~hu<>

with a little

its

For

fair but how can we increase them. You asked not

is

you

what is the

asked

when we discussed the crime of rape but what is the most

to the

victims.
And I guess that

of the

disturbs me, is that it seems to

the person

of course,

if that is your

.. A.._.,..... vA·'" are that the

and cross-examination

that

on the way to

I don't
about which

SENATOR
because

the six

know that I can find that could

MS.
SENATOR

I suppose

yes,

MS. SAWYER:

means:

would have said it is: Are

Are

And I

correct? As ""'""'"'"'.'"""

SENATOR

Are

may be

too

quibble with the terms.

MS. SAWYER:
SENATOR

a-

MS.
SENATOR KEENE:
I

see any

slant in the way the

way.

MS. SAWYER:
SENATOR KEENE:

be

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Your ner·sn!'!c
as a

17e:aeJnu

can

a fair manner but how can we do more of it.

done in an evenhanded

justice

what I

you asked which focused on your concerns.

asked not are nr.esem1:

And one

trials. So I come

I have to admit that I was disturbed

one-sidedness because the

And

than some of the other witnesses.

And when I received your

or is

How about Ms.

me and

matter with elected officials.

MS. SAWYER:
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
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lack

MS. SAWYER:

let me

it this way:

have, whether that is a rape case or a

or a

if there is a

criminal

person who makes a charge, I think, is
to have to be tested, I think,

is

about the facts.

to
the

Anyone who might be

would want that.
What I see

is an insulation of a

and I think by very

witness in a rape case, that she should not have to do what every other complaining witness in a case
does.

and justifiably, I

And if you are disturbed

things which lead to frustration

people who make charges of rape, I think one thing is that the criminal justice system is not
to them.
say one thing, please?

SENATOR MARKS: Can I
MS. SAWYER: Sure.

SENATOR MARKS: I think I'm a person who's always voted-- I probably voted with the public
defender more than I voted with the prosecution. I think they all- everybody will say that.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Yes. (Laughter)
SEN A TOR MARKS:
here is not a

Beause I'm concerned about the fairness of trials. What we're looking for

of whether or not you should defend your clients, which you should

I'll

and

you any money you need to do that. But we were trying to make certain that

the way in which it's done is fair. That's basically what we're trying- at least I'm trying to do that.
I want to make certain that it's fair.

MS. SAWYER: Me too.
SENATOR MARKS:
should

I don't think a defendant-- a rape victim, a person who's been raped--

be made the defendant. I find that offensive.

MS. SAWYER: I agree.
SENATOR MARKS:
and

I think it's

fine to get some information about prior sexual

of that kind. I don't think it's

MS. SAWYER: I

at all ••.

agree.

SENATOR MARKS: But I'm not so sure that's

done that way.

don't you tell us, rather than your general gestalt, which I

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

respect but disagree with, other than I agree that there's a very important preponderance of
innocence; if you want to remind us of

that's an appropriate thing to do.

What in your view are-- who is suggesting that victims of rape not have to produce evidence or
be treated in a way different from victims of other crimes?
MS. SAWYER: I think one of the •..

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

What are the specific suggestions and how does that impact the

criminal ustice
MS. SAWYER: I guess maybe I'm trying to head it off with the past in that some of the initial
limitations on cross-examination, and we've seen one discussed here in terms of .••
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: In crimes of rape, prior sexual history?
MS. SAWYER: Well, no. I agree that that is not relevant. In terms of having a young witness
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put into

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MS.

cross-examination

think

the

the witness

SENATOR MARKS:
not vote for that

MS. SAWYER:
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

was
doesn't have any

as Ms.

--I

value. But

MS. SAWYER:
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
MS. SAWYER: Let me

to another

would like to make
But
is

rape-- and
as least

made this one.

I

to
the circumstances of
the kinds of

person
death. In

the

it must be

Penal Code

It

of-- where

someone, even

there was

sentence.

you

stretch the range of sentences?

CHAIRMAN
MS.
CHAIRMAN

that but

a different
allow for

and
:rapes.

SENATOR
victim

die. It

in my
breadth of discretion.
death

death

away from
But

MS.

victim standard.
since I agree with

about the flexible sentences •••

let

LOCKYER:

want

down.

but for

MS. SAWYER: Yeah.
Cd:AIRMAN LOCKYER: Not
MS. SAWYER:

I see.

And it's a

-- it's a-- in which I

in which the man and woma.11 are
admit

either

see a fair number.

date or a

and sex is

on the mind of both. That's the idea. And the

been a little smoother or had a little better line of
have been a problem. But he wasn't

if the guy had

or was a little more

there wouldn't

in that case seems far less to

And the moral

me-- and I understand that there are

It's a

that "'"'"',_, ,.,_,,.,., in this room ·-- than to

a lot of

jump-out-of-the-bushes kind of situation.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Okay. I understand your point.
MS. SAWYER: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you think there's any -- well, go ahead.
MS. SAWYER: Actually, I was going on to another point.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Yeah, go ahead, IJ"::'a."''"'·
MS. SAWYER: Okay. And I would

-- actually, I was going to go on to Senator Marks' point

about the probation. I thought maybe I could offer a comment on that.
SENATOR MARKS: I'd like to hear that.
MS. SAWYER: I think that
refusing to go to

what the

but that the

was

was not that the person was

because he or she was overworked, was allowing

the person to say, "I don't need to come." And the counselor was saying, "Hey, that's great with me.
I've got nine other people to see today," and the counselor wasn't requiring the person to come. That
So the counselor isn't saying, "No, the guy didn't refuse." "I

in our
didn't think

more was necessary."

SENATOR MARKS: But you do think, that if a person is ordered to go to probation and ordered
to to go to a counselor, that the counselor wants that person to go, they should go?
MS. SAWYER:
be a

sure.

in our

violation. I think

if the person refused to go, there would

of when you have an overworked counselor and a

the

client that is inevitable.
SENATOR MARKS:
MS. SAWYER: And I guess that's all I have to say.
SENATOR KEENE: In your

are

convicted of rape where- in a number

of cases, a substantial number of cases, are people being convicted of rapes where the-- where in
your

the basis for it is mis-communication of the sort that you described?

I mean I

would ...
MS. SAWYER: People are, yes.
SENATOR KEENE:

I would

that with the

there and the defense able

to make a case and the reasonable doubt instruction being given to the jury, that there wouldn't be
people

into the cracks.

MS. SAWYER: I wish I could say that's true. The jury system is an imperfect one. I mean there
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there are innocent

are

who are convicted. That's
And I can never

but that

situation.

never tell someone it's so

might be a wonderful case

that

can

agree
the client
avoid the risk of
SAWYER:

client's decision.

in

rape,

It's a harder

that he would have to go

convicted.
SENATOR KEENE:

Have you discussed this issue with

and do

with
MS. SAWYER:

are in

agree

short ends of •••
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Thank you.
MS. SAWYER:

have one more

wanted

we have to show that someone is

that

the

one

we, I
they have the wrong person

Jill Hiat?

LOCKYER: Thank you, Ms.
MS. ELIZABETH ROSS:
I think

before

Elizabeth

name is Elizabeth Ross and I want to tha.'lk
will be

my

little different than the

the last witness'
come from a
And I want to -

very difficult
Lc><<=>.uc:,..-

that I'm

but

am I.
as minuses to what I'm about to say.

MS. ROSS:

.ulul"''~-'~-''"'u

was six

and

and I was

And

women. I was
those

staff member for San Francisco
Humanities

was threatened

the

a
~ 15 -••.£~·

you who

centers.

I conducted a

which was conducted for

and materials that came

that.

Subcommittee
from

not an

and so there may be

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

When

this

I

common burnout.

Do
what?

was

the Commission on the
I was

I moved away to Mendocino

artist. And I can't say

MS. ROSS: Do

I

versed. And
where I

any woman is ever safe from :rape.
make

nri~SI"'ft

a

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you make j
but I make ••.

MS. ROSS: No, I don't; I
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

I really like your j

you made it.

MS. ROSS: Furniture.
I'm a

the fact that Mendocino

is a rural

that I would be safer or never to be visited so intim
happened to me, until

21st of

when my mother was

from what had
and savagely,

beaten to death. And I'm not going to describe the incredible, phenomenal pain that I have lived with
or that I will live with.

I'll save that for another audience as well as testimony regarding the

incredible experience that I had regarding plaintiff

I hope I'll find an

there is

another time for that.
But my credentials are based on Penal Codes and Coroners' offices, district attorneys and
defenders more intimately; and I did learn more than I ever wanted to know or hope to know.

And

even in reviewing the materials to come here, it was unbearable to reread some of the -- some of the
things that really happened in this case that other

have testified

ordered counseling that this defendant had been

of the years of courtto the

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Was that yours or your mother's?
MS. ROSS:

mother's murder. That-- to the

that I had coroners tell me

you know, it was 50 percent bruise and laceration but it wasn't

a very bad murder."

I don't want to generalize about rape and the victims because I think that that is inappropriate
and not judicious and not useful.

I

want to

talk about this case and hope that there are

some pieces of information that are valuable to you.
And my mother -- I want to talk briefly about this.
morning. The murderer was

She was killed before dawn on a

years old at the time-- this is just over a year ago.

He was someone

that she and I had known for 12 years, since childhood. And she had ended a friendship with him as he
progressed from a disturbed

to an increasingly disturbed adult who stole from everyone in the

neighborhood and used
The murder was premeditated.

This is from a confession.

And he was committed six weeks

after a violation of probation on 22 counts of breaking and entering that was never followed up

the

police.
Prior to the first
know, very

in the

in

which is very early for those of you who don't

system, a guilty

of Mm·der 2 was offered and accepted

will, but, of course, I didn't have any say in it, and no rape charge was ever brought.

my
Now this is

despite the fact that he had a lengthy history of sexual assault including numerous, over many years,
sexual assaults against his younger sisters.

He does not have one sexual assault charge against him.

And I want to say why the district
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: But wait a

he doesn't have a charge or a conviction for sexual

assault?
M:S. RuSS: That's right.
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CHAillMAN

Or •••

MS. ROSS:
made •• ,
intervened.

Were those the

MS. ROSS:
And

in

little

what the district

you hear a lot of

as it was

to

is because

and here's the

circumstances

Murder 1 was not

with a

is not considered a

It must be with the

ejaculation, which is
mother is

members or

two sisters.

want

of, you

from

oral

common in :rape. But because there was no

and because of the confession of rape was to his

subpoened for

there was some

that a case of this

and because

who wasn't

And this was at the same time in this

was handled

office as

of a

I have to
victims are

as Santiana
murder in my

and become

have and I'd be crazy opposecJ..

And that
Let

of how much

in my view.

deeply
re-debate

it turns out

because of the

this

if you

my view would be

do

a matter

But in

that Senator Marks

here

now.

matter.
share your view.

SENATOR

take it into consideration that I have
the room--

more

MS.

and indeed
then I mean
executed.

MS.

LOCKYER:
would

not

for life without

the

with that

jJU.J.Ui:>UlCU

MS. ROSS: Not in this circumstance.
CHAillMAN LOCKYER: Yeah.
38-

ent.

MS. ROSS:

because I do think it's an agenda that comes

But I did want to make that

around the issue and needs to be spoken to.
In the case of Murder 2, no rape was

And I want to remind you I had two district--

three district attorneys-- that worked on this case with me.
"'Nell, you know, we're
crime." I

to go for Murder 2."

And

sat in the room and

"We're

this. It's the dominant

"Dominant for whom? You know, what is

around what my mother's experience was?"

They

to create a
"It's

it's irrelevant."

And I

"You know, you have lost the whole ability to observe this person as a sex offender because there's no
charge against him."
But, you know, especially given the fact that this person was 19, he'll be eligible for
when he's 29 years old.

He'll never be eligible for a treatment program because he has

against him. And, you know, I know-- we know-- that this is a chronic illness. It's pernicious. If it's
not treated, it will just get worse. Perhaps my life will be in danger. I did listen to the sheriffs tell
me that he knew where I lived and I should move.

And I don't want to suffer any more for what

someone else did.
I do want to say, that because I was really involved in this case, much more involved, not
because I knew the assailant, but because I am one of those aggressively involved personalities, that I
went to the Governor's Conference in April of 1986. And this is-- for those of you who don't
this was labeled as a forum for prevention and for survivors. But I had the eerie sense of deja vu that
I had when I was in the criminal justice system as a victim.

I felt like a pariah; I felt like no one

wanted to deal with me because of what I represented, whether it was because I was so forward or
because I represented their worst fear: It happened; it does happen; people are, you know, women are
raped and murdered savagely; or because I kept on presenting the huge gaps between what truth and
justice was in this case and what was going to happen and what had happened.
And I sat at the Governor's Conference in a very crowded room. The first thing that happened
to me when I was there, and I listened to the head of the Atascadero program, which is the sex
offender program in California, I listened to him talk about how 82
e1npathy and all of them believe that women are less than equal to men.
April issue of Playboy Magazine on an issue on
looking at this magazine."

of all rapists lack victim
And then he

the

and said, "There are other good reasons for

And I was filled with the same feeling that I had when I sat in the

lieutenant's office. And I listened to him say, "Yes, your mother was raped; she was savagely
And there are major lacerations in her vagina."
pinup on the wall.

And I looked up at the wall and I saw a centerfold

Now I don't want to get into a discussion of First Amendment rights because I

support the First Amendment.

But I really want to present to you that I do think that there is a

correlation between not viewing women as

and looking at them and physically trivializing their

bodies.

to be on the solution side of the problem.

These are the people who are

This is

frightening.
I know too that to challenge the foundation of this is to challenge and suggest

a

time-honored tradition of dominance and violence and misogyny- and misogyny is the hatred of
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because
it wasn't to many

You
this incredible
children to district
and violence. You
if

sexual assault

would have

necessary.
defendant and the
assault.

I think this

issue
...,,.,.,,... ~;t,

that has to be thrown

whims
makes the

I'm
March
assault "'"""""'"'
that
you
understand
don't see

and vengeance

of the
of itself

doesn't
that

masked hue
And
women's
come from

that

like in the battered
batterers.

men

the window.

And

men but in themselves.

I

And that's the kind

program that will

take on educating a lot of people.
because not

Of course, this is poor treatment for
medical care and the

should we -- do we deserve

care but

care and the

And

suffer with the worst images in our minds and on our bodies.
And I want to add

that will make some

uncomfortable in this audience

but here it is: I found that victim-witness assistance was not only of absolutely no

to me, but

was injurious in its illusion that it was going to help me. I think there must be a program of this
but something about it was very off track in my particular

and

I was in a very

difficult situation. And I'll be pleased to submit some written materials on this.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: You might be more
MS. ROSS: Would you like me to go on about this?
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

Well, just-- if it wasn't helpful, what would have been or why wasn't

it?
MS. ROSS: I think I'm really out of character in the room because I wasn't a rape
the family member of a raped/murdered woman.

I was

And for five months, I did not receive any of the

funding that I had needed, and remember that, and that I also assumed someone else's bills.
And it was a terrible time period for me. It was a murder investigation. And I was very lucky that I
could have the

in which no one sent me a bill for the thousands of dollars worth of

that I was receiving. I received a sum of insurance money. And when that came in, I didn't know
existed.

I was told that I should-- I called victim-witness and they refused to give me any money.

And this is despite the fact that the sum of money that I received was significantly less
who did receive all the counseling she needed in Los

my sister's annual
But that was because her

you know, I mean because her income was not considered but

the insurance money was considered.
This is

So I got the insurance; I had to pay for the counseling

the fact that my annual income is

about this. And they
legislator, you know.

"Write your

a tenth of hers.
" And I said

I am a woman in distress.

talking about?" And they

for

And I fought with them

-- but I

You have this

you write your

to me.

"You write my
What are you

" And I think that is-- I don't want

go on about that because there are much more severe abuses.

But clearly, it's ridiculous to tell a

victim that they have to lobby when this is a person who is

who should be doing the

as

an advocate for me. What's wrong with this picture?
I want to- so I do want to say that I didn't have-- that was one.

But that's, that was not a

helpful thing to me. And I didn't-- you know, it is very irritating to be treated by people who are in
the profession of helping victims as though you are indeed a lunatic.
grief. Can you imagine for a minute loved?

can you imagine

But I'm not a lunatic, and I'm worthy of respect.

to any person in this room. And I wasn't treated

Of course, I was in incredible

the autopsy of the person you most
And I have credentials that no school can
away and I resent it.

There are going to be a lot of statistics today. And I guess this is something that you're
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all

to

these
when that
I

did in the

this

at

than
Thank

who loves the
MS. ROSS: Thank

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Let's see.
list?

much
to do
have the

nn·nn·,.h·•n

Crisis

witness

rape
that I

None?

the case of
the

he:r?

"There is little evidence that punishment serves as a deterrent or that imprisonment includes
:re-education of rapists. Society has punished rapists for centuries. Yet sexual assault against women
remains a serious problem.

Even if the criminal justice system could work optimally, if would

detain some rapists, not eliminate rape."
And I think, that from working with respect to the Rape Crisis Center, where we see many
victims who do not report the sexual assault, that this true, that it's a problem that continues. So in
regards to, legislatively, can we do anything to prevent or deter individuals from committing rape,
don't think so.

But what we can do legislatively, which is something to my great surprise, you've

talked about it today, is legislatively commit dollars, not only to services but to prevention.
In regards to the second question, "Are present penalties adequate-- how can they be
improved," I don't believe that the penalties are adequate.

But I do, having worked in the criminal

justice system as a victim-witness advocate, understand the limitations of that and that we have a
system that we must work with. And thus, that happens.
One of the things that I find so alarming, that when we talk about rape, proving Penal Code
Section 261, with penalties of 3, 6, or 8 years, it doesn't seem to make much sense, for a rapist to
have to go to prison for a longer period time than that, you must do other horrendous things to that
woman. So for a woman to feel that justice had been served in her case -- that she must be battered
or a weapon must be used; she must be kidnapped; there must be a robbery, breaking into her home;
other things- created so that she can feel safe after this has occurred. It doesn't seem to make
much sense to me.
Another thing that has been addressed too that I want to support is this idea of good-time
credits and taking it away for serious felons. And I think that is something that should be applied to
sexual assault convictions.
In regards to treatment, treatment programs to deal with the societal problems of sexual
assault, have to be prevented and it has to be massive prevention of all society. Certainly, the focus
that we have in the state currently in regards to children is one to be commended and I think that we
will eventually see some changes but it's only a beginning; and that prevention dollars need to be
much greater so that all people can receive some form of education and prevention.
One thing that hasn't been brought up today that I do want to talk about is drug therapy or the
use of Depro provera in some states.

That is something that is used in regards to treating sex

offenders. And I think that that- I believe, first of all, that it does not work; and secondly, that it
reinforces misconceptions, misconceptions that rape is a sexually motivated crime and that it reduces
the sexual drive of the offender, that you're reducing his likelihood to offend. And I think that that is
not true. I think that rapists are motivated by the need. to humiliate, to degrade, to take their anger
out on a human being and that it has very little to do with sexual satisfaction.

Studies show that

rapists, convicted rapists, have very normal sexual activities with consenting individuals yet they
have a need to also commit sex offenses.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Where do you think they get that?
MS. WADDING: Where did they get their •••
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Russell's survey in San Francisco, in 1978, of all forms of sexual assault
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than the 25,
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In Diana

women, she found

of us before we're 18.

So it's worse

to be cheerful for Halloween.

in the '70s, where 83 percent of rapes do not end in ejaculation. And their point in that article was to
show that it was a power/dominating thing, not just a matter of somebody's medical problem running
amok with it.
I also want to say something good about a public defender because I felt, in behalf of
that there were some hostility towards her profession, and that
marital rape
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defense bar of the State of California and said, "I have
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this.

it was minor but I want to underscore

what Greg Hughes said-- one of the many problems of the different kinds of exemptions for husbands
in California is that they don't have to register as a sex offender. Now that, as I say, was- I thought
it was so minor because there were other ones that are so terrible.

But it is a statement, to echo

what you were saying, that it's okay in some way; rape is okay in some way and that it is not
considered serious. Really, what that was about, along with some of the rest of the exemptions that
we have, is that rape of a spouse is not a real rape and that the man is not
and he's not going to rape anybody else.

So really,

a..• offender

against society

a lot of victim blaming going on by

innuendo in that part of the statutes as well as some of the others. And I think that it's important to
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emotions and a lot of press on the

I

that remark. But I think, as

I said in the testimony, the thing that is most horrifying is that most people at that point, that all of
us encountered, thought he was serious because there was a prevalent belief. People were very, very
indignant that male privileges of that sort were being threatened.
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on the
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for both ... ~ ... ~,-·

I'm trying to think if there is anything else that I should add. Or I think I've alluded to enough -did you happen to look also at my testimony? Did you have any questions?
SENATOR KEENE: Yeah, I

of it. I didn't have any questions, but I hadn't looked

at it through a
MS. X:

that's why we could have made it capital letters so you wouldn't

(Chuckle)

have to.
SENATOR KEENE:
MS. X:

you also handed a lot of •••

What the other documents are-- one is a

with a
15 minutes.

and his

a man who

about

SENATOR KEENE: I did read that.
MS. X:
SENATOR KEENE: A very"'-"'"'"""'''""''~ case.
MS. X:

And you

that over and you see his

after he saw us on television about how

nobody cares about the poor husband. That is quite, I think, a document.
I think it's important to understand that the men who are raping their children often are raping
their wives and vice versa, and also of a case in California where a man was acquitted for raping his
wife.

And a week

he

another woman and killed his wife.

This was in Fresno.

So it is

important to understand that these people are violent criminals and are not, you know, just having a
marital tiff and that

are a

are

a crime against society.

Let's assume, just for a second, that they only committed a crime against their wife.
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SEN A TOR KEENE:
condition of the victim that she

MS. WILLIAMS:
attempted to confuse

on would ask her the question in the reverse way and the victim said very clearly, no, this
first and then this happened •••
SENATOR KEENE: It was at the preliminary hearing?
MS. WILLIAMS: Right, the preliminary hearing. And at the subsequent hearing, this man didn't
plead guilty.

I mean I wasn't-- I'm not a lawyer and so I don't know where, you know, but the

attorney, the district attorney, felt like they couldn't let this go to trial and offer him some kind of
deal.

I don't all the things that had happened.

I don't know all the court procedures, the ways in

which the new deals get cut or what happened in this case.
I think those who are familiar with the case have said very clearly that there's -- this woman
testified and there shouldn't have been a problem with her, in her testimony of the evidence in this
case.
SENATOR KEENE: Thank you for bringing that to our attention.
MS. WILLIAMS: I did leave a copy of an article in the back table from the Contra Costa Times
that harped on this case. And if you want to enter that in the record, maybe call people's attention
to it •••
SENATOR KEENE: I'd like to do it perhaps in summary •••
Anything further? I'd like to thank you all on behalf of the chairman-- yes.
MS. LINDA FRATEROLLI: I do have something further.
SENATOR KEENE: Again, we.need you at the microphone so that we can get you for all time.
MS. FRATEROLLI:

Thank you. I'll be very brief.

My name is Linda Fraterolli and I'm from

Sexual Trauma Services, Rape Treatment Center in San Francisco. And I just wanted to comment on
some of the talking that has come up around me, acquaintance rape. And I sort of want to go back to
something I heard Marcia Servedio say.

And I think sometimes we lose the concepts that we're

talking about.
Over and over, what comes up about acquaintance rape or date rape is that it sounds like it's
some kind of misunderstanding. And I think, for most of us who work in the rape crisis centers, what
we know is we're not seeing misunderstandings.

And the best example I can give you of that is yes,

sometimes both parties may have sex on their minds. I saw a woma..'l last year who had met a man at
a bar and was going to her apartment with him. I believe that they were both mutually going to have
sex. However, when she got into the car with him, he started to beat her up. He broke her jaw and
he forced sex on her in the car.

It was a date rape situation.

But I don't believe that it was a

misunderstanding. And I think the public has a lot of misconceptions about what that phrase really
means. And it's true, I think, even for victims themselves, there's some kind of confusion as to what
their collusion is because they were on the date or because they knew the person and that we have to
be careful how we bandy these terms around.
The other issue that comes up for me is that I think Senator Lockyer wanted to know about how
do we know that most people don't really see rape as a problem, that many of us see it.

For me,

that's not only evident in the criminal justice system, but it's also evident when people get in the
criminal justice system and are witnesses in trials where the jury is someone technically of their
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AND WITH PROSECUTORS ON A HEGULAR BASIS.

FCR YOU
I am ALSO ASKING FOR MYSELF PEkSONALLY TO LJ.FT THE SHAME OFF OF MY SHOULDERS SO
j\

THAT I NO LONGER !lAVE TO APOLOGIZE FOR THE RESULTS OF A CAMPAIGN THAT I MYSELF RANt

IT WAS PARTICULARILY AWKWAIW TO ll.AVE TO EXPLAIN OUR LAW IN THE Pi.ARITAL RAPE HEAIUNG

CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE GEOl{GE MILLER HELD IN CONGRESS IN SEPT.'

OUR CURRENT LAW, THE CAUSE OF MY SHAME AND EMBARRASSMENT, HAS CREATED A GREAT

DEAL OF CUMULATIVE fRUSTRATION, WI!ICH YOU WILL NO DOUBT DETECT IN MY VOICE.

WELCOME THE Ol't'Oin'UNITY TO ASK YOU TO SHAKE IN THE fRUSTRATION

~

I

IN Tl!E El"t'Ol:<.T IT WILL TAL<

TO REPEAL THE DISGRACEFUL AND UNGONSTITUTIONAL EXEt1P HONS FROM PROSECUTION WHICH

WIFE RAPISTS STILL ENJOY IN CALIFOKNIA.

CALIFORNIA ALSO HAS THE
l:'OR THESE

HAS ADDED EXEMPTIONS FOR

THQSE NEW ATTACKS ON THE DIGNITY

SE

ACTS OF

CALIFORNIA WOMEN

GOING

WINNING IN 29 STATES • BOTH IN THE LEGISLATURES AND IN THE
MASSACHUSETTS 1 NEW

GHEST COURJ:S OF

NEW

ERSEY, FLORI

AND NEBKASKA.

WAS THE F H'l'H STATE TO
COUPLE WAS LIVING TOGETHER.
AND

L~~~ER

AND

AS

YOU

.BUT

ATTITUDE OF

CRIME BEFITTING THE

THE PROPERTY OF

IN THE FIRST PLACE.

KATE

HUSBAN

SEGOND

WHICH

Bl

VIRTUALLY EVERYONE OF THE STATES BEFORE CALIFORNIA

DECLARED RAPE TO BE

AS DEFINED BY

OF PROPERlY OWNERSHIP OF A HUMAN BEING OR BY DENIAL

NOT BY ANY
THE

TO ACCESS TO HER BODY.

LET 1 S LOOK AT THE STATUTE
LEAPS OUT AT YOU.

SEE WHAT NEEDS TO

#261 PURPORTS TO PROTECT SINGLE WOMEN, AND WOMEN

SOMEONE OTHER THAN THEIR HUSBANDS.

This is all very nice,

n

BY
1978

THE EmNENT SOCIOLOGIST Dlc\NA hUSSE.LL,

~-JOlzKlNG

ON A FEDEH.AL GMNT, LliSCO\lEI<ED

IN HER RANDOM SAMPLE OF NEA.l{LY 1000 SAN fRANCISCO W0£.1EN, INTEl<VIEWED IN SPANISH,

CHINESE, AND ENGLISH, THAT TWICE AS MANY WOMEN WERE RAPED BY THEIR HUSBANDS THAN

BY STRANGERS.

SHE ALSO FOUND THAT 14% OF ALL WOMEN EVEH MARHIED l:IAD BEEN RAPED

BY THEIR HUSBANDS.

THEREFORE, t-'..ANY THOUSANDS OF

FROM THE PROTECTION OF /,1'261 BY THE PHRASE

1

~>JOMEN

WERE EXPLICITLY EXCLUDED

NOT THE SPOUSE OF THE PEili'ETRATOR 1

•

#262 WAS SUPPOSED TO PROTECT WIVES MPED BY THEIR HUSBANDS, BUT IT 1 S DEFINED AS

A LESSER CRIME WITH A LESSElt PENALTY, WHICH IS TOTALLY OUT OF SYNC WITH WHAT WE

KNOW FIWM THE IU.PE TRAUMA SYNDROME, THE POST-THAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER DEFINED IN

1972:

THE CLOSER THE ItELATIONSHIP, THE NORE SEVEHE AND LONG-tASTING THE TRAUMA.

THE CRIME OF SPOUSAL !{APE IS A WOBBLER.

PHOSECUTORS I WORKED

~viTH

IN

OTHER STATES MERCILESSLY TEASE .NE THAT WE ARE THE ONLY STATE WHERE RAPE COULD

CONCEIVABLY BE CONSIDERED A MISDEMEANOR.

~1UCll,

THEY SAY, "SO WIVES DON'T COUNT FOR

OUT THERE IN THE WJ<:ST? l" FOR YEARS I TRIED TO HIDE THE FALTS OF OUR LAW,

BUT BUSY LAW

STUDENT~

WROTE EXCELLENT LA\1 l{EVIEW ARTICLES AND A LAW PROFESSOR

IN ENGLAND EVEN CORlillCT•W A ~lEI'{BER OF THIS C;OMMITTEE 1 s GMNNAR BY ENTITLING HIS

ARTICLE, "BUT IF YOU CAN'T I<AP.E YOUR vJIFE, WHOM CAN YOU MPE? 11

THAT QUOTE MADE

CALIFO!lliiA INFAMOUS, AND NOST PEOPLE DON'T EVEN KNOW THAT WE !lAVE ANY KIND OF A LAtv

70
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HEARD

AGAINST SPOUSAL RAPE ..
AND

WAS

INSISTED THAT

BILL, ALONG WITH EVERYONE ELSE ON YOUR
THE

OPINION

SO

MANY PEOPLE AT THAT TIME THAT

NOWADAYS OUR VICTORIES

CONGRESS AND IN SO

~~y

CHANGE IN ATTITUDES AND HOPEFULLY, BEHAVIOR.
YOU CAN
THE

SEE

IN A COMA.

THE

AND

WIFE HAS

AHEAD

17

THE RAPE

WHETHER

IT USED

THI
COPIED

HAD

THE

CM1E

THERE WAS A CRUEL ALLEGATI
HUSBAND

MEASURE

us.

15

WHOSE

BIZ ARRE

STATES ARE

CHART

ON

EXEMPTIONS,

UNDER

PEOPLE THOUGHT HE WAS

ORDER

NOT

WOULD

!<APE

ST

GET

TO BE THE TIME BEFOl{E SHE COULD FIND OUT IF SHE

AS PREGNANT!

TO LOOSE HER

ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT SHE CERTAINLY MAY NOT
ABOVE ALL WOULD NOT WANT TO

THE

THI

AND

PAYS NO
AND
TRIAL

WITU

DATE A YEAR AFTEH THE AIU<.EST, l!El\ ALLEGED GOAL Of PlWCUlUNG AN ABORTION WOULD

HAVE LONG BEEN IMPOSSIBLE.

THERE'S A NEW /u'W EXCELLENT ADDITION TO #261 CONCERNING THE AUTHORITY OF A

PUBLIC OFFICIAL BEING ABUSED IN ORDER TO

l;O.k.CE THE VICTIM TO SUBMIT.

THERE IS

AN UNFORTUNATE RACIST DIHENSION IN NOT INCLUDING I-JIVES IN THIS PROTECTION, BECAUSE

THERE IS A RESURGENCE Of MAIL ORDER Bl<.IDES FROM ASIAN COUNTRIES BEING USED AS

SEX SLAVES BY THEIR l!USBANDG.

OFTEN THE MEN ARE OR WEl{E AMERICAN SOLDIERS AND THE

WIVES HAVE NO FAMILY TO TRANSLATE FOR THEM, AND NO REAL IDEA WHAT THEIR HUSBANDS

DO FOR A LIVING.

THIS PROVISION IN THE LAW RIGHTFULLY INCLUDES PERPETRATORS WHO PRETEND

TO BE PUBLIC OFFICIALS, BUT I.JRONGFULLY DENIES THAT WIVES COULD BE VICTIMS, ESPECIALLY

OF THREATS OF DEPOln'ATION TO COUNTRIES SPECIALIZING IN KIDNAPPING WOMEN FOR

SEXUAL SLAVEHY lUNGS ADVERTISED AS PART OF BUSINESSMEN'S TOURS.,

ONE OF THE

YOUNG MEN ON OUR STAFF HAD A COUSIN THAT THIS HAPPENED TO WHEN SHE WAS FLEEING

VIET NMl, AND HER BOAT WAS CAPTURED BY PIRATE SLAVE TRADERS FROM THAILAND.

SHE

I.JAS 14 YEARS OLD, AND IS STILL 11 DISAPPEARED 11 2 YEARS LATER AFTER MANY INVESTIGATIONS

HERE AND ABROAD.

CCMES FROM BACK IN 1979. IT IS
BUT CRUELIST OF ALL THE EXEMPTIONS AND DISCRIMINAfORY PROVISIONS

f\ THE TOTAL.
!

\

IN rHE RAPE SrATUTE
DENfAL\OF ANY PROTECTION FOR ANY WIFE "INCAPABLE OF GIVING CONSENT BECAUSE OF A

;\

72.

YOUR
0

AN EXCLUSION FROM PROSECUTION

MENTAL DISORDER OR DEVELOPMENTAL OR PHYICAL DISABILITY 11

' "WHERE SHE

I

PREVENTED FROM RESISTING BY ANY INTOXICATING OR ANAESTHETIC SUBSTANCE
OR WITH THE PRIVITY OF THE ACCUSED.

WORDING

STEREO

THE TINE OF

BILL INCLUDED TEMPORARY UNSOUNDNESS OF MIND AND BEING

INCLUDING

SIMPLY BEING kSLEEP, AS CONDITIONS WHICH HAD A DOUBLE STANDARD OF
~I

NOW WE HAVE IF THE VICTIM IS UNCONSCIOUS OF THE NATURE OF THE ACT AND IF

DEPENDING ON WHETHER OR NOT THE WmfAN WAS MARRIED TO

THE MAN RAPING HER.

ACCUSED
KNOWS SHE

THIS AND !tl! KIND OF A DOUBLE STANDARD WAS STRUCK DOWN AS UNCONSTITUTIONAL BY
THE HIGHEST COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW
RATIONAL BASIS

THEY

THAT'S THE CONSTITUTIONAL TEST

BETWEEN PROTECTION FOR WIVES AND FOR OTHER WOMEN.
AMENDMENT

OF THEIR STATUTES ON
EQUAL PROTECTION
THIS
STATE

DELETE

DO

USED -- FOR ANY
THEY STRUCK THE EXEMPTION OUT

PROTECTION GROUNDS AS WELL AS

WAS DONE

R

EVEN ALABAMA'S COURTS STRUCK
SPECIFICALLY ECHOING THE

THE

S!

N.

WIVES AND

RESTORE DIGNITY TO

A."jD THE PHRASE

NO

BACK

EXEMPTION FROM THEIR STATUTES LAST
ALL YOU lrAVE TO

THAT

THE
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Marcie Servedio, Ph.D.
Director Adolescen Education
Santa Barbara Rape C isis Center
October 30, 1987

I am Dr. Marcie Servedio, Director of Adolescent Education and I
am responsible for the development and
lamentation of the
Adolescent Sexual Assault Prevention Program at the Santa
Barbara Rape Crisis Center. I am a social p
logist by
training, and have over 15 years experience in education,
teacher-training, values-based curriculum development,
innovative program development, and residential treatment
programming for hi
risk teen populations.
I am pleased to have this opportuni
o share with you some
thoughts and specifics about the prevention of sexual assault,
and about our approach to and experience n implementing
prevention with teenagers in the Santa Barbara schools. The
principal, though not exc usive, focus of the Adolescent Sexual
Assault Prevention Program [ASAPJ is sexual exploitation and
acquaintance rape, a problem that looms large beginning in this
age group and continuing thr
t life.
The extreme extent o
the problem is dramat cally evidenced in a
plethora of resea ch on college age students
reports in the
ess r
rape, to be
at epidemic proportion
problem is
so severe that the Pres
system found 1
necessary o a ert al
and belief that
" ... college men need
of
on ensua
sex ... " To
in at college
. We need mandated sexual
assault prevention educa on
school and
ior hi
school levels, while there
il an opportunity to effect
change. And we need suff
funds to provide the quality
programs we are capable of providing.
If we are going to talk about prevent on, we need to begin by
defining our terms. What does "prevention" mean, and how does it
apply to the pervasive problem under cons deration? Webster's
tells us that to prevent means, a: to mee or satisfy ill
advance, b: to act ahead of, c: to
from
ing or
existing. We are told that in contrast, to protect means, to
cover or shield from exposure, i
ry, or d struction in the
face of that which alr
exists.
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e
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Governor's
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materials; a
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allowable. I invi e you
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ther
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time
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despera
educat
of
of

the range

on o

sexual

assault:
unwanted verba
o
ical sexua
contac
Vis
v
tudent
opportunit
to gene
s
type an
the
1m lations and c
c
produce,
thizing
With The Victim: Men and Male
gi ing the young men an
opportunity to reflect upon their own feel ngs about sexual
violation, and using those feelings to be ter unde stand the
feelings of women, (5) "I Want You To Take Me Seriously," a
self-esteem and assertiveness training exercise or young women
used to complement, (6) "Meeting Fo ce W th Force," a
ical
self-defense introduction for the young women, and (7) "Cros Messages,
an oppo tuni
f r males
fema
as a
oup o
messages about their feelings
opinions, and needs.
You will also find four
ces in the compilation I am
submitting. The first, entitled "Vocabulary Glossary," includes
over sixty definitions of most frequently used terms. This
curriculum was devel
with extreme sensitivity and commitment
to the accuracy and consistency of language usage, and w1lh an
acknowl
t that educators, in particular, are guardians of
language in egri
. We
her
to contribu e to a
cohesiveness of the language base in this area, where the
spontaneous generation of emotionally char
vocabulary has
been the rule.
We have devel
nctions based on this
vocabulary that assist in cla i
eng-stand
confusions;
distinctions, for example, between "se:x:ua assau t" and
"sexuality,"between "sexual harassment," and "flirtation,"
between "aggressiveness" and "assertiveness,
between "givingIn" and truly "consent
," between coerc1
and "persuasion,
between "leading on and "setting limi s
between "sexual
activity" and
intimacy." Relevant vocabulary and distinctions
are specifically eferenced in each instru t anal module and
help o comprise
theme o
the exerci e.
ix II en i
Facts," is a campi
cultural mise
c
ions about
reJoinders that can
and discussion.
r
"Viet ms of
every woman wants

s From
ered
cone se
lassroom esponse
act ve women get
Sec etly,

le Dialogues: Communication Module,
is used in modeling
and role-play exercises comprising the Communication Module.
This exercise supports the development
f positive a ternative
communication styles and conten
s
espensable o the
prevention effo
The final append x,
Questions and Answers." backs-up
the Anonymous Questions and Answer activity in which studen s
are supported in submitt
written questions anonymously, to be
answered by the facilitators during the course of the program.
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